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Dear Prof. Luca, December 1, 2011

Thank you for your letter and reviewer’s comments on our manuscript entitled “Risk Factors for HIV-1 Seroconversion among Taiwanese Men Visiting Gay Saunas Who Have Sex with Men” (MS No.: 1375744107530293). Enclosed please find a copy of the revised manuscript and a point-by-point description of the changes made.

If you have any further comments or questions, please feel free to contact me at the following numbers: Tel: 886-2-28267193; Fax: 886-2-28270576; email: arthur@ym.edu.tw

Best regards

Yi-Ming Arthur Chen, M.D., M.S., Sc.D.
Institute of Microbiology and Immunology,
National Yang-Ming University
Taipei, Taiwan 112
Republic of China
Reply point-by-point description of the changes made:

1. **Comments: Author list:** the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)
   A: We have amended the author list in style (Title page, page 1).

2. **Comments: Line numbers:** Please remove these.
   A: We have removed the line numbers.